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Cooperate, Attitude, Responsibility, Excellence 

Term 3 ends on a high with some very successful 
events this week. Thank you to all the parents, 
grandparents, older siblings and friends who 
came along to be a part of the Learning Journeys 
on Wednesday. Hundreds of families made our 
corridors and classrooms look even more        
colourful and exciting, the vibe was electric and it 
was sensational to hear so many positive       
comments about the learning that is taking place, 
the quality of work displayed, the use of        
technology and the excitement that that brings.  

Another high note for me, was receiving the   
results of the annual School Satisfaction Survey 
results. 109 families took this opportunity to fill 
in a questionnaire outlining many aspects of our 
school and rated their level of satisfaction – it 
was incredibly high overall. Thank you for making 
the time to do this. 

 99% of families believe HPS has a positive 
profile in the community. 

 97% of families value the range of extra    
activities offered to students. 

 96% of families believe students learning  
continues to be enhanced through improved 
learning environments. 

 97% of families believe they can talk to their 
child’s teacher about any concerns 

 96% of families indicate their child feels safe 
at this school. 

 93% of families indicate they believe this 
school has high expectations in all that it 
does. 

 87% of families believe computer technology 
is an integral part of learning and teaching. 

These examples are indicative of the overall  
rankings, with 87% being our lowest score.     
Additional comments are also a valuable part of 
this survey and there were several comments 
offering suggestions for improvement and      
acknowledging different initiatives regarding 
communication and ways to improve that. We 
seriously look at comments expressing concerns 
and at our Executive Meetings, these will be   
topics for discussion and evaluation, planning an 
improved way forward. 

Similarly, all staff and senior students undertake 
the survey, and I am proud to say the results 
from staff was incredibly high, with many      
satisfactions levels hovering around 99% and 
100%. Students are reporting on a high note as 
well, giving us some ideas to improve behaviour 
issues on the playground. This information will be 
shared with the School Board. 

We have seen some excellent examples of      
student leadership this term, buddy systems in 
classrooms, clubs at lunch time, the recent frozen 
fruit stall, and students mentoring their same 
aged peers with technology. So much goes on in 
a school, and we see progress academically,   
socially, physically, (with the recent Jump Rope 
For Heart blitz) – we are definitely making moves 
in the right direction. 

Thank you to Susie and her team for delivering a 
highly skilled, flexible gymnastics and acrobatic 
program during this term. It is our intention that 
this becomes a regular program every Term 3, so 
please support this again next year. We may have 
some very exciting news involving Quidam – the 
Cirque Du Soleil performance in December ……
watch this space. 

Thank you to the P&C for a very successful disco 
on Wednesday night…from cordial to sausages, 
to glow rings, smiles, dancing and awesome   
singing – it was a night to remember. These 
nights are a really big event that our students 
look forward to for a long time, and there is 
nothing better than to see everyone having a 
ball! Many thanks indeed. 

Our Hughes Honeybees, made it to the Grand 
Final last weekend, and after being undefeated 
all season, they lost to Girls Grammar by only one 
point! I applaud your ability to maintain such a 
rigorously successful season and I am sure we 
will see a few Diamonds in the future! 

Whatever you do over the Spring holidays, keep 
safe, enjoy the warmth and fresh air. I look     
forward to seeing everyone return on October 
12th for our final term of 2015. 

Off to Floriade this weekend, may see you there,  

Kate Smith 
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Preschool News 

The preschool has been an extremely eventful and exciting place 

since the last newsletter. The children in both groups literally left 

so many family and staff members astounded with their amazing 

books and the success of the book launch. We did not think it 

could improve, when we were informed that the preschool entry 

to the Children’s Book Council book week competition had been successful and they had won 

a great prize of 10 books from Harry Hartog. The Butterflies excitedly joined with Leanne from 

the CBCA as she presented the books. Fantastic. 

During the past few weeks we have been focussed on developing many small group and      

individual interests which have been wonderfully varied. From creating cubbies with material 

or boxes, large shared amazing paintings and drawings, more book making and imaginative 

narratives to support small world and role play themes. Using extremely large boxes to make 

castles, houses and planes. The design and construction of sensational models with the   

different construction materials has also supported the children’s language development as 

they have shared fun descriptions and explained how they can be used in a range of         

transformable shapes and for different purposes.  

 

 

 

 

 

To extend the children’s interest in the natural environment, both groups loved the idea of 

going on bush walks and excitedly explored around the base of Red Hill. We were introduced 

to the ‘Gruffalo Forest’ by Malcolm and the children fantastically used their imaginations as 

they discovered earthquake cracks, meteorite holes, real rabbits and kangaroos. Last week the 

bush walks, love of being imaginative and interest in dinosaurs, plants and reptiles was        

extended with our excursions to the National Botanic Gardens. 

Have a fabulous 2 week break and we look forward to another awesome term. 

Susan, Liz, Colina and Kate 
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Blue Gum News 

Fiona and Yelena 
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KH Tea Tree, KP Hakea and KS Red Box News 

Another term has quickly passed us by, and what a busy term it has been. The kindergarten 

students ran their very own assembly, learnt new skills during weekly acro sessions, went on 

an excursion to the Australian War Memorial, participated in Book Week celebrations and on 

top of all of those exciting events, they have been doing a fabulous job participating in     

learning activities within the classroom.  

Students have been busy learning about celebrations from all around the world. After asking 

some students which they have found the most interesting to learn about, these were the  

responses. 

“I enjoyed learning about ANZAC Day because we learnt about the armies and we went on an 

excursion to the War Memorial.” – Hugo KS 

“I liked learning about Hina Matsuri because it is a girl’s celebration and people display dolls.” 

– Chloe KS 

“I liked learning about Remembrance Day.  We celebrate it on the 11th Month of the 11th Day 

of the 11th Hour as a way to remember those who fought in the Wars for us.” – Owen KP 

“I liked learning about Kodomo No Hii. It is a children’s day that is celebrated in Japan, though 

mainly for boys. Families celebrate by displaying different warrior dolls and streamers.” Kota 

KP 

“I loved learning about Dewali , Ramadan& Eid. We got to make a candle holder and we got to 

do henna art”. - Cami KH 

“I liked learning about Chinese New Year because I like all of the dragons.” - Phoebe KH 

Students did a fantastic job at showing their special guests around their classroom and    

showcasing some of their pieces of work. Thank you to all that attended the learning journey 

on Wednesday morning. We know that the children love having you come and see what they 

are learning about. 

Our International Extravaganza is coming up quickly on the 21st November. Please see your 

child’s teacher if you would like to find out how you can contribute to this spectacular event. 

A big thank you to all of the parents for your continued support in your child’s learning. We 

would also like to once again thank the parent helpers for your regular involvement in the 

classroom. 

We hope you have a fabulous 2 week break enjoying the lovely spring weather and we look 

forward to seeing you all at the start of Term 4. 

Adam Porter, Jacinta Hunter and Alix Spinocchia  
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1C Hardenbergia News 

Thanks for all your support during the term. It was wonderful to see so many families at  

Learning Journeys this week. Children showed off their learning so proudly and it was great to 

see them explaining their learning so well! Many of them also enjoyed their time at the disco 

on Wednesday. 

It has been exciting seeing the persistence displayed by 1C students this term as they worked 

on improving their skipping skills. Amazing progress has been made by everyone! Thanks to all 

those families who raised money for the Heart Foundation. 

The excursion to Birrigai was enjoyed by 1C, 1F and 1/2H students earlier this term. Students 

were so engaged by the activities relating to our Science and Geography inquiry units. Book 

Week dress ups and activities and the launch of the Community Kitchen were other highlights 

of our term. Thanks for all the effort put into costumes and cooking. 

We were lucky to have support from Mrs Ferguson and 1F students last week, to help us with 

learning to log on to the Chromebooks. 1F students were such patient and helpful buddies! 

We’re looking forward to more opportunities to use the Chromebooks next term. 

A big thank you to families for supporting Hughes by selling Extravaganza Raffle tickets. I hope 

you will find some time in the holidays to collect some pre-loved toys for the 1C toy stall. 

Come to think of it, that might be done more easily when there’s no one around to say, “I still 

play with that!” 

We hope you all have a safe and enjoyable holiday, 

Janet and April 
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1F Hovea News 

Cannot believe that it is the end of another term and I am still no taller than I was last holiday! 

We really enjoyed our Learning Journey and would like to thank all of the visitors who were 

able to make it.  It was good reminder of the things we have been working on as we certainly 

didn’t run out of things to show.  The highlight of the last few weeks has been our confidence 

and use of the Chromebooks.  We have always been a pretty ICT savvy bunch, but now we are 

just out of control! We can’t wait to see what term 4 will bring and how this exciting new    

adventure will enhance our learning opportunities.  

Our work in the garden has been epic and Liz the wonderful BSO has told us that we may 

come back in Term 4 to find new soil in the garden!  Then our work will have to be more than 

“wrecking stuff with tools”.   After that, I will be asking for parent assistance as growing is 

clearly not my strong point.  I would like to thank Mr McRae for his support in our gardening 

endeavour.  We have been given 2 epic new wheelbarrows and some digging tools.  Any work 

is possible when we have the right tools. 

I am super proud of my class and the work they have completed this term. They have all 

worked really hard and our portfolios are full of things to show at the end of the year.  Have a 

super duper holiday and stay safe, wherever you end up. 

Julie Ferguson 
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1/2H Wildfire Gum News 

The Wildfire Gums have had a wonderfully busy and exciting last 5 weeks of Term 3. 

We loved investigating earthworms and making loopy earthworm art. 

We planned and wrote descriptive narratives and then typed them up to publish with           

illustrations. 

We’ve investigated area, capacity, mass and length in Mathematics but most of all we loved 

Smartie Multiplication! 

Skipping and Gymnastics have been so much fun and many students have improved their 

gross motor skills. 

We loved Book Swap Day and were excited to choose and take home a new book to enjoy 

while at the same time raising money for Indigenous groups who don’t have access to books. 

The Book Week parade and buddy time was enjoyed by all. 

We used Chromebooks and had 1F mentors do a great job helping us. 

Some BIG news. Our class entry to design a sensory puzzle piece for Blue Gum on World      

Autism Day was a winner!  Representatives from our class visited Blue Gum to put the design 

together. 

Thank you to everyone who came to our Learning Journey. 

Enjoy the two week break from school and make the most of the lovely Spring weather!  

Terry Hart 
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2D Waratah News 

Students in year two have already begun preparing for their assembly next term and just     

finished filming a music video that captures students dancing at famous landmarks all over the 

world.  The theme of their current inquiry unit is “From Here to There and                              

Everywhere.”  Students have been learning about the various kinds of transport and how they 

have evolved and changed over the years.  The focus of our writing this term is procedures, 

and students have done an excellent job writing up detailed, easy to follow                             

instructions.  Students have also been looking at a plethora of reading strategies and have 

been making great strides in their reading abilities.  We recently updated our “Big, Hairy,     

Audacious Goals” and have been enjoying a new math game called Zeus on the Loose.  Here’s 

a photo of our class on Book Character Week.  Mr. Devlin dressed up as Tom the Outback 

Mailman, a character/book we read earlier in the term.  The other photos are from our recent 

field trip to a camp near the Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve. 

Ryan Devlin 
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2M Kurrajong News 

The 2M Kurrajongs have had an exciting and busy Term 3. Students have really enjoyed going 

back in time looking at the history of transport and investigating the science behind push and 

pull forces. Students have participated in exciting experiments requiring them to predict,   

conduct the experiment and then draw conclusions or results from their observations. We 

have learnt about basic push and pull forces in our everyday lives, gained an understanding of 

floating and sinking and the impact that gravity has on different objects in water and in the 

air. We have so many future scientists in the Kurrajongs! In History, we have learnt about the 

first modes of transport including walking and canoes to the invention of the wheel, horse and 

cart to Christopher Columbus and sailing boats this term. Throughout our inquiry unit,         

students have been noting the differences and similarities in the changes to transport 

throughout history – from shape, size, purpose to materials used.  

We have become procedure writing experts this term. Students have been learning about the 

purpose, structure, grammar and vocabulary used in procedure writing texts. We have        

created a vast array of procedures this term, from creating an artwork, completing an         

everyday job at home to cooking up a sweet treat.  

In PE this term, we have progressed so far with our skipping skills. Two to three times a week, 

the Kurrajongs have practised their skipping skills. We have become so great at skipping,    

students are able to enter and exit using a big rope independently and in pairs. Some students 

are even able to perform outstanding tricks whilst skipping! Persistence is key when learning 

to skip; the Kurrajongs have certainly showed it throughout the term, resulting in spectacular 

progress. We all dressed in red on Wednesday and had our final Jump Off Day to conclude our 

fundraising for the Heart Foundation.  

We had Learning Journeys this week. Students really loved showing off their learning and 

achievements to their parents and carers. Students loved designing and making their own 

type of transport using clay, completing a procedure challenge as well as taking time to read 

to their parents and proudly show off their workbooks. Thank you parents and families for 

taking time to come in and celebrate your child’s learning.  

We had a blast a Birrigai a few weeks ago, as an orientation day to camp. Students               

participated in fun team building and cooperative outdoor challenges throughout the day and 

got a personalised tour of the cabins and kitchen ready for next year’s overnight stay. The  

students have a wonderful but tiring day!  

A special thank you to the wonderful parent helpers who have consistently volunteered their 

time and effort to assist with reading groups on a weekly basis. Thank you to Sue Preece,   

Lauren Marriott, Penny Rixon, Ruth Drew and Stef O’Grady for your consistent and valued 

support in the classroom!  Enjoy your two week break and take time to relish the beautiful 

warm spring sunshine!             Mat McRae 
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3C & 3S Scribbly Gum 

As another jam-packed term ends, it is a wonderful chance for us to reflect on all that we have 

experienced, created and learnt. 

Students have spent a lot of time this term polishing their presentation skills. They created a 

number of shorter speeches to help develop skills of eye contact, vocal modulation and      

projection and appropriate speed in delivery. Students have risen admirably to the challenge 

and we saw these skills on display in their recent presentations on the National Parks of     

Australia.  

In art, we created a range of pieces including an optical illusion where we forced the viewer’s 

perspective, as though they were looking through a corridor. These joined our                       

Indigenous-themed dot-paintings and our origami. What a creative and talented group of  

children we have! The proof is on display in the corridors! 

We participated in Self-Defence Workshops as part of our school’s involvement in Ride And 

Walk To School Day. We learnt many new skills during the course, and the children enjoyed 

themselves enormously. 

Our Book Week was filled with wonderful literature and, of course, dress-ups! Our parade was 

very exciting and full of so many wonderful fictional characters. We also enjoyed working with 

our Kindergarten buddies to create various pieces of artwork. 

We wish everyone a well-deserved and restful break, and look forward to seeing everyone 

rejuvenated for Term 4. 

Lisa Slattery and Paul Corrigan 
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4S Geebung and 4T Wattle News 

Thank you to all the families who came to our learning journey on Wednesday. We hope you 

enjoyed seeing all the amazing things that happen in Year Four. It was great to see so many 

children with smiles on their faces as they shared their learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Term Three has been a very productive term and we have enjoyed learning more about     

exploration, living things as well as being introduced to the Chromebooks. 

We trust the plants your child has grown in class will continue to thrive at home – just be 

careful of the frosts that may still come. We hope to see the fruits of your labours closer to 

Christmas.   

We hope you have a great holiday. See you next term for the final term and the run down 

into the Christmas holidays.       Sam Thornton and Mark Strutt 
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5B Dianella and 5R Bluebell News 

Another term completed, and more amazing things accomplished!  Our students have really      

developed their independent research and work habits during this half of the term, in preparation 

for Year 6 next year.  They have been researching significant events and people from 19th century 

Australian history that really changed Australia and shaped who we are as a country today.  We 

have read some fabulous, detailed information reports; watched some highly entertaining  

presentations as students dressed up and ‘became’ the people they had researched; and observed 

their growing skills in creating timelines, bibliographies, and identifying sources.  Throughout the-

se activities, students have learnt the skills of time management, research and critical literacy 

(great opportunities arose to consider the reliability of sources found on the Internet in              

particular!).  Students have also been using marking guides and rubrics to assess their own     

learning and reflect on their work.   

This term students have begun learning to use our school chromebooks, which is another skill that 

will assist them next year and beyond.  They are definitely becoming more confident and creative 

in what they are attempting on these devices, and we are proud of their progress. 

In the last 2 weeks of this term, students have had some fabulous opportunities to engage in some 

Visual Arts activities.  They have been learning and practising drawing skills, how to show shadow 

and light, and considering elements such as colour and positioning in their artworks, to create 

some truly fabulous pieces. 

In Mathematics sessions, students have focused on division, learning the Year 5 curriculum       

outcome of dividing multi-digit numbers by a single digit number.  Some students have even 

jumped ahead and learnt long division with some very large numbers!  In the last week, we have 

moved onto exploring fractions, including improper fractions, mixed fractions, basic equivalent 

fractions, comparing fractions to decimals, placing fractions and decimals on number lines, and 

basic addition and subtraction of fractions.  Extension activities and concepts have also been  

available for students who have mastered these outcomes.  All students have also been involved 

in problem solving, offering a chance to apply their knowledge of fractions and division in real 

world contexts.  Mental computation activities and times tables practice has also continued.   

Some fabulous extra-curricular opportunities have presented themselves this half of the term too.  

Many students were involved in a BMX clinic and had a fabulous time!  In week 8 we had our 

school Book Week celebration, and we were amazed and proud at the enthusiastic participation of 

our classes, particularly in the fabulous costumes they arrived in!  Students will show off the Jump 

Rope for Heart skipping skills they have been practising in class PE sessions during our Learning 

Journey this week.  They have worked hard to build their skills no matter whether from learning 

the absolute beginner basics, or doing some very complex tricks and routines. 

Overall, it has been a term of huge growth.  The students have really pushed themselves to 

think more deeply, work more independently, utilise constructive feedback, and reflect on 

their own learning.  We can’t wait to see what they come up with in Term 4!!   

Sally Baker and Chris Reeve 
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6PM Grevillea and Bottle Brush News 

What an incredible term we have had! Our students truly deserve the upcoming holidays as 

they have given their all to make this term both positive and extraordinarily productive. 

Our term has finished off with our amazing Learning Journey this week. Thank you to all our 

parents, carers, grandparents, aunts and family friends who joined us to share our learning 

this term. It was lovely to so many visitors engaged in the students learning.  

Some highlights of the morning included:  

 Students and visitors carrying out a lab on ‘Modelling Earthquakes’ and recording their 

observation; 

 Students sharing their letter and diary writing and the process they go through to come 

to their final copy; 

 Students and visitors writing rich word picture sentences based on an migration image; 

 Students directing visitors in how to play their favourite mental computation maths 

game; and 

 Visitors joining students in the Jump Off where we witnessed some amazing skipping 

skills!  

 (See Ms Smith’s page for some photos) 

Everyone was engaged, enthusiastic and stimulated by the range of activities they took part in. 

Wishing you all a wonderful break and we look forward to sharing your child’s final term of 

Primary School. 

Kathy Perinovic and Michael McDonald  
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IECC Callistemon and IECW Banksia News 

The IEC Callistemons and Banksias have had a fantastic 

term. The recent Graduation ceremony was a huge       

success and a testament to the hard work that the         

students have been putting into their learning.  Our song 

about our excursion to the Hughes Shops was a brilliant 

performance that served as a fantastic way to conclude 

our inquiry unit about shops and shopping. We are so 

proud of the way the students were able to confidently 

sing in front of hundreds of people with such loud and clear voices.  The audience loved the 

experience and we’ve received a lot of positive feedback.   

There have been so many wonderful moments 

this term where real friendships and wonderful 

learning have been achieved.  The children are 

consistently demonstrating a quiet                 

determination to learn English through their 

focussed attention and excellent attitudes. We 

are always amazed at the rate that these     

incredible children can learn. 

Of course there is also the sad task of 

saying goodbye to the lovely children 

and families who leave Hughes and join 

mainstream classes in other schools.  

You will always be remembered. 

All of our graduating students should feed extremely proud that they have obtained a level of 

competency in speaking and understanding English that will allow them to participate         

successfully in a mainstream class.  To attain this in such a short period of time is an             

impressive accomplishment.  

Trina Cleary, Jonathan White and Yukari Fitzpatrick 

 

Second Hand Uniforms Wanted 

Please remember to donate any unwanted second hand uniforms to the 

school.  We are more than happy to accept second hand items at the front 

office.  You may be having a clean out during the holidays and would like to 

donate clothes that your children have outgrown.  Thank you. 
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IECT and IECCH Fringe Lily News 

Term 3 has been full of events and exciting activities. Fringe-Lily has been busy preparing for 

the IEC graduation with a bit more attitude. We hope you liked our performance as we worked 

really hard on being awesome. It’s a good thing we are already very cool so it wasn’t too much 

of an extra effort on top of that.  

One of our highlights was meeting up with our Year 6 buddies during Book Week. Our buddies 

were very friendly and helpful in assisting us to make jumping cups. The students were very 

excited to spend a whole day in costume for Book Week. There were lots of role-play           

opportunities on the day. 

This term, Fringe-Lily had a visit from the Fire Brigade. We learnt all about fire safety and what 

to do in case of an emergency.  The main message from their visit was if there is smoke, drop 

down low, go, go, go! The firemen were very strong. When we had the chance to sit in the fire 

engine, the fireman lifted us off the seat. 

We want to congratulate the students moving on to new schools/classes. You will certainly be 

missed. It has been a pleasure having you all in our class and getting to know your cheeky   

personalities.   

Miss T and Miss Chu 
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IECS Blue Lily News 

This term we have welcomed many new faces to our class, both teachers and students this 

term (almost one a week!) We have loved learning about other countries, cultures and        

languages. It is lovely to see the children learning from each other and trying out a few key 

phrases with their friends. The children have also enjoyed turning the tables on their teachers 

and teaching them! 

In Mathematics Blue Lily have learned what it means to double a number and work magic with 

multiplication as well as to seeing that maths is everywhere. We have learnt lots of new      

vocabulary to do with multiplication such as rows, groups, double, arrays and columns. We 

have also learnt about 2D and 3D shapes. We can now identify and name their properties as 

well as recognise them in the environment. Speaking of the environment we also looked at 

how maths contributes to beauty in our environment through symmetry and tessellating 

patterns. 

In English our class has been filled with adventure, complications and resolutions as we        

explored the concept of a story. We listened to, acted out, drew and created our own          

narratives. Some were sad, some were happy, some were scary and some made us laugh till 

we cried. We learnt a lot about the world from our stories as well as the world of stories. This 

culminated in our outrageously funny pantomime at the graduation assembly. Lucky for us it 

was a happy ending! (And the happy pair are Facebook friends…) 

We will miss our graduates, Tunc, Thisari, Karen, Neha and Takuma but are excited for their 

new schooling adventure in a mainstream class to begin. We are all looking forward to a     

well-deserved break and an opportunity to practise our English in our Canberra community or 

on holidays away.  

Ms Nicole Hughes, Miss Bronwyn Singh, Mrs Kerry Snell and Mrs Jasmina Tarle 
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PE News 

This term skipping fever has hit our school! Over the last ten weeks we have been                 

participating in Jump Rope for Heart - a fundraiser for the Heart Foundation and a wonderful 

way of improving cardiovascular fitness and coordination. 

During Learning Journeys, we celebrated the end of our skipping adventure by holding our 

'Jump Off Day'. Thank you to all the kids, parents, grandparents and friends who braved the 

icy winds to came out to the Senior Blacktop and get involved with some Double Unders, Criss 

Cross, Pretzels and Long Rope Challenges.       

Everyone has been amazed at how far every student has come with their skipping skills and 

we have loved watching our students progress rapidly develop! 

Thank you to everyone who raised money towards our fundraiser. We are still adding up the 

final amount, but we have raised over $3500!  

Joanna Smith 
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New time slots available at school commencing Term 4.  

If your child would like guitar lessons please contact Gianni on:   

0421 154 562 

gsharpguitar@hotmail.com 
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